This paper exhibits a comparative assessment based on time response specification performance between modern and classical controller for a pitch control system of an aircraft system. The dynamic modeling of pitch control system is considered on the design of an autopilot that controls the pitch angle. It starts with a derivation of a suitable mathematical model to describe the dynamics of an aircraft. For getting close to actual conditions the white noise disturbance is applied to the system. In this paper, it is assumed that the model pitch control system is not available. So using the identification system and Box-Jenkins model estimator we identify the pitch control system. System's identification is a procedure for accurately characterizing the dynamic response behavior of a complete aircraft, of a subsystem, or of an individual component from measured data. To study the effectiveness of the controllers, the LQR Controller and PID Controller and fuzzy controller is developed for controlling the pitch angle of an aircraft system. Simulation results for the response of pitch controller are presented instep's response. Finally, the performances of pitch control systems are investigated and analyzed based on common criteria of step's response in order to identify which control strategy delivers better performance with respect to the desired pitch angle. It is found from simulation that the fuzzy controller gives the best performance compared to PID and LQR controller.
INTRODUCTION
Today's aircraft designs rely heavily on automatic control system to monitor and control many of aircraft's subsystem. The development of automatic control system has played an important role in the growth of civil and military aviation. For this situation an autopilot is designed that controls the pitch of aircraft that can be used by the flight crew to lessen their workload during cruising and help them land their aircraft during adverse weather condition in the real situation. Pitch is controlled by the rear part of the tail plane's horizontal stabilizer being hinged to create an elevator. The pitch angle of an aircraft is controlled by adjusting the angle and therefore the lift force of the rear elevator. The aerodynamic forces (lift and drug) as well as the aircraft's inertia are taken into account. This is a third order, nonlinear system which is linearized about the operating point [1] . To reduce the complexity of analysis, the aircraft is usually assumed as a rigid body and aircraft's motion consists of a small deviation from equilibrium flight condition [2] .The pitch of aircraft is controlled by an elevator which is usually situated at the rear of the airplane running parallel to the wing that houses the ailerons. Pitch control is a longitudinal problem, and this work gives on design an autopilot that controls the pitch of an aircraft. Autopilot is a pilot relief mechanism that assists in maintaining an attitude, heading, altitude or flying to navigation or landing references [3] . The combination of nonlinear dynamics, modeling uncertainties and parameter variation in characterizing an aircraft and its operating environment are the major problem of flight control system. This work attempts to survey the control strategies required to address the complex longitudinal dynamic characteristics of such aircraft. Many research works have reported on controlling the pitch or longitudinal dynamic of an aircraft for the purpose of flight stability [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] and [8] . This research is still remaining an open issue in the present and future efforts [9] .
Recently, the design of controllers to achieve a non-overshooting response has been investigated for linear systems. However, for an aircraft with conventional aerodynamic configuration, it is actually not easy to design a controller that is capable of driving the pitch angle (with a possible non-zero initial value) to asymptotically track the reference without overshooting. The linearized mathematical model of the pitchangle dynamics, using elevator to control pitch angle, is of third order [13] . In this paper we have used fuzzy controller to improve performance system. In the past paper, disturbance effect hasn't been applied before to system but in this paper it applied. The simulation results shown that the dynamic characteristics of control systems can be improved by this method.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Control of dynamic systems with present-day sophistication and complexities has often been an important research area due to the difficulties in modeling, nonlinearities, and uncertainties, particularly when there is a constant change in system dynamics. It is also known that the response of a dynamic nonlinear plant cannot be tracked into a desired pattern with a linear controller. Thus, a changing dynamic controller is important to control such a plant [10] .
Pitch is defined as a rotation around the lateral or transverse axis, which is parallel to the wings, and is measured as the angle between the direction of speed in a vertical plan and the horizontal line. Changes of pitch are caused by the deflection of the elevator, which rises or lowers the nose and tail of the aircraft. When the elevator is raised (defined as negative value), the force of the airflow will push the tail down. Hence, the nose of the aircraft will rise and the altitude of the aircraft will increase. One of the targets of a pitch control system is to control or help a pilot to control an aircraft to keep the pitch attitude constant, that is, make the aircraft return to desired attitude in a reasonable length of time after a disturbance of the pitch angle, or make the pitch follow a given command as quickly as possible [11] .
ROBUST STABILITY OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
We consider the nonlinear dynamics of the pitch axis of a fictitious Aircraft the Robust Aircraft Model. The state space is given by   T q v   , which stand for the pitch rate (rad/s), velocity (m/s), angle of attack (rad) and pitch angle (rad), respectively. The control inputs are   e T H   , which stand for the elevator deflection (rad) and throttle lever deflection (rad), respectively. The throttle input is help at a constant trim and is not dynamically varied. We designed a LTI dynamic inversion based control law for the short period dynamics of the pitch axis at a particular trig configuration which is given by a particular flight condition [12] .
Modelling of a Pitch Control
This section provides a brief description on the modelling of pitch control longitudinal equation of aircraft, as a basis of a simulation environment for development and performance evaluation of the proposed controller techniques. The system of longitudinal dynamics is considered in this investigation and derived in the transfer function and states pace forms. The pitch control system considered in this work is shown in Figure 1 where X b , Y b and Z b represent the aerodynamics force components. θ, Ф and δ e represent the orientation of aircraft (pitch angle) in the earth-axis system and elevator deflection angle.
The equations governing the motion of an aircraft are a very complicated set of six nonlinear coupled differential equations. Although, under certain assumptions, they can be decoupled and linearized into longitudinal and lateral equations. Aircraft pitch is governed by the longitudinal dynamics. In this example we will design an autopilot that controls the pitch of an aircraft. The basic coordinate axes and forces acting on an aircraft are shown in the figure given below. Figure 2 shows the forces, moments and velocity components in the body fixed coordinate of aircraft system. The aerodynamics moment components for roll, pitch and yaw axis are represent as L, M and N. The term p, q, r represent the angular rates about roll, pitch and yaw axis while term u, v, w represent the velocity components of roll, pitch and yaw axis. α and β represent as the angle of attack and sideslip. A few assumption need to be considered before continuing with the modeling process. First, the aircraft is steady state cruise at constant altitude and velocity, thus the thrust and drag are cancel out and the lift and weight balance out each other. Second, the change in pitch angle does not change the speed of an aircraft under any circumstance. (1), (2) and (3). Referring to the Figure 1 and Figure 2 , the following dynamic equations include force and moment equations are determined. The longitudinal stability derivatives parameter used are denoted in Table 1 [1] .
It is required to completely solved the aircraft problem with considering the following assumption: (1) rolling rate
Equation (1), (2) and (3) should be linearized using small disturbance theory. The equations are replaced by a variables or reference value plus a perturbation or disturbance, as shown below.
For convenience, the reference flight condition is assumed to be symmetric and the propulsive forces are assumed to remain constant. This implies that, v 0 = p 0 = q 0 =r 0 = φ 0 = w 0 = 0. After linearization the (4), (5) and (6) are obtained.
− X ∆u − X ∆w + (g cos θ 0 )∆θ = Xδ ∆δ
By manipulating the (4), (5), (6) and substituting the parameters values of the longitudinal stability derivatives, the following transfer function for the change in the pitch rate to the change in elevator deflection angle is shown as (7) obtained:
The transfer function of the change in pitch angle to the change in elevator angle can be obtained from the change in pitch rates to the change in elevator angle in the following way:
Therefore the transfer function of the pitch control system is obtained in (11) and (12) respectively:
Transfer function
To find the transfer function of the above system, we need to take the Laplace transform of the above modeling equations. Recall that when finding a transfer function, zero initial conditions should be assumed. The Laplace transform of the above equations are shown below [19] : (12) These values are taken from the data from one of Boeing's commercial aircraft.The transfer function can be represented in state-space form and output equation as state by (13) and (14) . 
Since our output is pitch angle, the output equation is the following.
LQR Controller
LQR is a method in modern control theory that used state-space approach to analyze such a system. Using state space methods it is relatively simple to work with a multi-output system. The system can be stabilized using full-state feedback system. .3607] In order to reduce steady state error of the system Output, a value of constant gain Nbar should be added after the reference [14] . Simulation LQR controller for pitch system is shown in Figure 3 .
Fig. 3
Step response LQR controller for pitch system with apply white noise to system
THE PRINCIPLE OF PID CONTROLLER
The PID controller is often described in the following transfer equation. PID control is the proportion of error (P), integral of error (I), differential of error (D) control. In the analog control system, the analog PID control system is showed in Fig. 4 . The system is consisted of analog PID controller and the controlled plant [15] .
Fig. 4
The analog PID controller [15] PID controller is a linear controller, the error is Obtained by the given value of r(t) and the actual output y(r). e(t) = r(t) − y(t) (15) The control value is gained by composing linearly the proportion and integral and differential of the error, which control the controlled plant, so it is called as PID controller. The deviation of the ratio of integral and differential control, through a linear combination of composition control the amount of control on the plant, it said the PID controller. The control law is as follows: Step response u(t)=K p e(t)+K I ∑ e(k)
Where Kp is the proportional factor; KI is the integral factor; KD is the differrential factor; e(k) is the speed error; and ec(k) is the change rate of its speed [16] . Simulation PID controller for pitch system is shown in Figure 5 .
Fig. 5
Step response PID controller for pitch system with apply white noise to system.
THE DESIGN OF FUZZY CONTROLLER
Fuzzy control is based on the artificial experience. Therefore, for those control problem which can't be resolved by traditional methods can often be resolved by the fuzzy control technology. By the fuzzy control technology, it does not know the mathematical model of the plant and easy to control uncertain systems or nonlinear control systems and can restrain the strong disturbance. The basic structure of fuzzy control system shown in Figure 6 .
Fig. 6
The basic structure of fuzzy control system [15] .
The only difference is to control the device by fuzzy controller to achieve the desired performance. Fuzzy selftuning PID controller is a conventional PID regulator based on the fuzzy set theory, under the absolute control error and deviation change and the absolute value of the rate, on-line automatically adjusting the proportional coefficient KP, integral coefficient of KI and differential factor KD of the fuzzy controller. Fuzzy controller is a nonlinear control device, using fuzzy reasoning algorithm. The sample data of the controlled process are taken as the clear amount of input to the controller, and then after input quantization factor calculation, are transferred into fuzzy values, so they can be used for fuzzy reasoning by fuzzy language and rules.
To the other part of process, the reasoning results are firstly transferred into clear values by anti-fuzzy inference and thus derive the control output with quantified factor calculation used as the control value for the controlled process. Based on the MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox, the above control algorithm can be easily implemented [16] . 
DESIGN OF NOMINAL FUZZY CONTROLLER
In order to design the PID parameters based-on fuzzy controller, at first the simplest structure of two-input single output nominal fuzzy controller is given. At any given time instance n with a sampling time Ts, the two input variables of fuzzy controller, error state variable and error change are defined as e (n) =y(n)-r(n) (17) ∆e (n)=e(n)-e(n-1) (18) And its output variable u(n) is the control signal of process. Without loss the generality, the system is assumed to have r inputs denoted by the r-dimensional vector U(kT)=[u 1 (kT)... by means of constant scaling factors. The gains g e , g c and g u were employed to normalize the universe of discourse for the error e(kT) and changes in error c(kT), and controller output u(kT) respectively. With the plant input is generated from IF-THEN control rules of the form If e is E and c is C then u is U Where e and c denote the linguistic variables associated with controller inputs e and c respectively. u denotes the linguistic variable associated with the controller output u,E and C denote the linguistic values respectively and U denotes the consequent linguistic value [17] .These are 49 rules that have been utilized as a closed-loop component in designing the FLC for maintaining pitch angle of aircraft system as defined in Table 2 [7] . 
TABLE 2. FUZZY CONTROL RULES

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The membership functions for error and Control surface of fuzzy are shown as Figs. 7 and 8 respectivly. 
System Identification
System identification is a procedure for accurately chara-cterizing the dynamic response behavior of a complete aircraft, subsystem, or individual component from measured data. This key technology for modern fly-by-wire flight control system development and integration provides unified flow of information regarding system performance around the entire life cycle from specification and design through development and flight test.
Dynamic models of expected system behavior are determined in the design process using system identification and are tracked and updated all over the aircraft development and flight testing. System identification provides an accurate, rapid, and reliable approach for defining design specifications and for validating aircraft flight performance for highly-augmented flight-control systems [18] .
BOX-JENKINS
The Box-Jenkins model belongs to the class of output error models. It's an OE model with additional degrees of freedom for the noise model. While the OE model assumes an additive white disturbance at the process output, the BJ allows any colored disturbance. It may be generated by filtering white noise through a linear filter with arbitrary numerator and denominator. The BJ model is depicted in Figure 9 , and is described by (but of course does not have to)include the process denominator dynamics F(q). Of all linear models the BJ model is the most general and flexible. It allows one to estimate separate transfer function with arbitrary numerators and denominators from the input to the output and from the disturbance to the output. However, on the other hand flexibility of the BJ model requires one to estimate a large number of parameters. For most applications this is either not worth the price or not possible owing to data set that are too small and noisy. The optimal BJ predictor is
Note that the notation "|k-1" cannot be discarded as for the OE model because the optimal prediction of a BJ model utilize previous process outputs in order to extract the information contained in the correlated disturbance n(k)=C(q)/D(q)v(k).
Typically, a BJ model is estimate by nonlinear optimization, where first an ARX model is estimated in order to determine the initial parameter. Model noise estimated: 
Calculate the RMS error between the controllers
In mathematics, the root mean square (abbreviated RMS or rms), also known as the quadratic mean, is a statistical measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity. It is especially useful when variates are positive and negative, e.g., sinusoids. RMS is used in various fields, including electrical engineering. When two data sets one set from theoretical prediction and the other from actual measurement of some physical variable, for instance-are compared, the RMS of the pairwise differences of the two data sets. The corresponding formula for a continuous function (or waveform) f(t) defined over the interval 1 ≤ ≤ 2 is:
In this article, we obtain the error rate of the final amount response of each controller, we obtain the amounts RMS error as the Table 3 . 
MEASUREMENT AND PROCESS NOISE
We consider here the common case of noisy sensor measurements. There are many sources of noise in such measurements. For example, each type of sensor has fundamental limitations related to the associated physical medium, and when pushing the envelope of these limitations the signals are typically degraded. In addition, some amount of random electrical noise is added to the signal via the sensor and the electrical circuits. The time-varying ratio of "pure" signal to the electrical noise continuously affects the quantity and quality of the information. The result is that information obtained from any one sensor must be quailed as it is interpreted as part of an overall sequence of estimates, and analytical measurement models typically incorporate some notion of random measurement noise or uncertainty as shown fig. 11 . There is the additional problem that the actual state transform model is completely unknown. While we can make predictions over relatively short intervals using models based on recent state transforms, such predictions assume that the transforms are predictable, which is not always the case. The result is that like sensor information, ongoing estimates of the state must be quailed as they are combined with measurements in an overall sequence of estimates. In addition, process models typically incorporate some notion of random motion or uncertainty as shown Figure11. 
KALMAN FILTER
The Kalman filter is a mathematical power tool that is playing an increasingly important role in computer graphics as we include sensing of the real world in our systems. In pitch system, the Kalman Filter is used to tracking Step response despite the severe disturbance on pitch system.
The Kalman filter addresses the general problem of trying to estimate the state of a discrete-time controlled process that is governed by the linear stochastic difference equation x∈ℜ n . The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient computational (recursive) solution of the leastsquares method. In this paper, it has been used from kalman filter for pursuit of step response despite disturbance. Error results are shown in Table 3 .
The purpose of using Kalman filter is evaluation of the ability to track the input while existing the white noise in the system. The simulations prove the proper tracking performance of the fuzzy controller.
Simulation
The previous section, we introduced the controllers that used to control the processes. As expected, the fuzzy controller compared to other controllers, despite the perturbation (which can be caused by rain, storm, etc.), had more resistance and was more stable in the screw system. To demonstrate the robustness of this controller, very severe disturbances with high-amplitude have been applied to the system. Finally, the simulated output, after applying the high-amplitude white noise as the perturbation and step as input in the time domain, is figured in Fig. 12 . The proposed control schemes have been implemented within simulation environment in Matlab and Simulink in Fig. 13 . Fig.12 Step response and compare controllers together. 
CONCLUSIONS
A new control approach to pitch-rate command tracking off lighter aircraft has been proposed in this paper. Modelling is done on an aircraft pitch control and fuzzy controller is proposed successfully. The proposed control schemes have been implemented within simulation environment in Matlab and Simulink. Performance of the control schemes has been evaluated in term of time domain specification. The results obtained, demonstrate that the effect of the disturbances in the system can successfully be handled by fuzzy controller. Based on the results, the system responses indicate the performance of pitch control system using fuzzy controller has been improved and satisfied compared to LQR and PID For comparison of controller performance, the response for pitch control of an aircraft system using LQR and PID controller are shown with overall response controllers. The results clearly shows that Fuzzy controller has the best performance as compared to PID and LQR. Also in this paper, System's identification is a procedure for accurately characterizing the dynamic response behavior of a complete aircraft, of a subsystem, or of an individual component from measured data.
